Introduction

Usage of the Smartphone is increasing day by day. All these functionalities gives opportunities to the attackers to get attracted towards the smartphones. Smartphone use is now not just limited to personal conversation but has expanded to financial transactions, internet banking and for storing personal data. This results in the vulnerability of malware attacks with the target for information and identity theft. In year 2004[1], the researchers from Kaspersky Lab first found the malware for mobile phones. That malware was known as called Cabire. Thus from that time onwards the malwares in the phones increased largely depending on how popular that phone is. This paper mainly focuses on the mobile malwares and their analysis with various detection and prevention techniques.

Basic Terms

Malware
Legitimate services but they steal credentials in order to perform financial frauds. For an instance, recently there was one fake security app developed for Facebook,

It is the worldwide epidemic whose objective is to subvert the intended function. which assured that it would provide the security to the Facebook user's accounts, but rather have stolen the information of users.

Mobile Malware[11]

Malicious software targets the devices in order to Adware and Spywares damage or removes and changes the entire system. These malwares targeted the Symbian OS [1] in year 2004. Such nefarious codes installs themselves or sticks up and comes in with the package we are installing. Further thus they perform functions without the user's knowledge or permission. The goals of these mobile malwares are key logging, phishing, unwanted advertisements, spying, etc. [2].

Spyware is the thing which collects the information that is confidential. It collects all this information from the user secretly and transfers this information to the third party. They also might advertise the information and hence referred to as the' adware'. It mainly accesses the information like location, browsing history, messaging habits, contacts and the downloading preferences. As the hardware's information it accesses the version of the OS, IMEI number, IMSI number, product ID which can be used as weapons for further more haphazard.

Viruses and Trojans

Similar to the PC attacks, the malware attackers creates the phishing apps for the mobile. These apps seem to be comes from the phase called as learning and the other

Applications that are Phishing

Similar to the PC attacks, the malware attackers creates the phishing apps for the mobile. These apps seem to be comes from the phase called as learning and the other
Who creates the malware?
Input is the program under inspection.
Malware creators are also called as the hackers, crackers, or even the black hats. During the lifecycle of Malware detection techniques the software there are two checkpoints were the malicious code can be inserted. They are pre-release phase and post release phase. The hacker inserts the internal threat into the code before the release of the software. Later, the other people from the organization may inject the malware at the post release phase of the software.

Malwares detection techniques can be broadly differentiated into two main types signature based and the anomaly based. Signature detection focuses on the characterization of the maliciousness of the code which is to be inspected. Whereas the detection technique based on the anomaly refers to the knowledge information of the code under inspection. Anomaly detection is also called as detection based on the specification. It deals with the specific specification or

**Detectors of Malware**

The malware detector shields the system by detecting malicious behavior. The malware detector performs its functions through various techniques. They accept two the particular set of rules to detect what is the valid behavior so as to decide the program’s malware nature. Programs which violate the mentioned specifications inputs namely information of malicious behavior, which are treated as malicious.

![Fig 2: Types of malware detections techniques](image)

**Various markets**

Smartphone users can download or buy the applications from various markets. Various Smartphones companies like Apple, Google, and Nokia focuses on the various markets for downloading various applications. Apple iOS phones permits the users using these phones to attacker gives the permissions while installation itself.

The permission system of Android is very extensive. Users often approve the permissions like access to contacts, Bluetooth, camera, messages, gallery, etc. install applications only from the Apple App Store [4], also applications in the App Store are rated by Apple

**Dataset for Mobile malware**

This is the review on various well known iOS, for security. In case the users wish to install the apps from the other markets then they have to do jail breaking of their devices. But there exists ample risk in this process as it violates the phone’s warranty. In the same way Android provides their users with an official responsible to inject the spyware as the malware

Symbian, and Android malware, based on data which is gathered from public anti-malware databases. This section mainly focuses on the methodology and literature survey.

**Methodology Study**

Allows its users for installing apps from unofficial stores, although they are warned that this may cause malware. For Nokia phones they have appstore called as Ovi. Ovi is the authorized and official markets from installing applications from other sources presently.

To find information about known mobile malware, the public databases of anti-virus companies is merged. The existence of each piece of malware is confirmed by at least two anti-virus vendors, and compared malware reports to identify cases where researchers had used different names for the same piece of malware. Main focus of this review is to collect statistics about

**Related permissions**

Smartphone prevents the users by alerting them before malware and the related work performed in past for the installing any sensitive information. Permissions are not same.

![Fig 3: Statistical Survey Of Malware Detection Techniques](image)

**Related work**

Four malicious applications were developed to evaluate system calls. Crowdroid builds a vector of m features (the Android system calls). Another IDS that relies on machine learning techniques is Andromaly [3] which the ability to detect anomalies. MADAM: a Multi-Level Anomaly Detector for Android Malware [5] uses 13 features to detect android malware for both kernel level and user level. MADAM has been tested on real malware found in the wild and uses a global-monitoring approach that is able to detect malware contained in unknown applications, i.e. not previously classified. [6]MADAM is the framework which attempts malicious actions performed by real malware on Android platform. The framework exploits a multi-level approach i.e. that combines features at the kernel-level and at the application level, and is based upon machine learning techniques. The first prototype of MADAM for Android Smartphone has managed to detect all the 10 monitored real malware, with an impact on the user experience due to the few false positives issued per day. Crowdroid [2] is a machine learning-based framework that recognizes Trojan-like malware on Android smartphones, by analyzing the number of times each system call has been issued by an application during the execution of an action that requires user interaction. A genuine application differs from its trojanized version, since it issues different types and a different number of monitors both the smartphone and user’s behaviors by observing several parameters, spanning from sensors activities to CPU usage. 88 features are used to describe these behaviors; the features are then pre-processed by feature selection algorithms. T Monitors smartphones to extract features that can be used in a machine
learning algorithm to detect anomalies. The framework includes a monitoring client, a Remote Anomaly Detection System (RADS) and a visualization component. RADS is a web service that receives, from the monitoring client, the monitored features and exploits this information, stored in a database, to implement a machine learning algorithm.[7] proposes a behavior-based malware detection system (pBMDS) that correlates user's inputs with system calls to detect anomalous activities related to SMS/MMS sending. [8][9] Propose Kirin security service for Android, which performs lightweight certification of applications to mitigate malware at install time. Kirin certification uses security rules that match undesirable properties in security configuration bundled with applications.[10] Performs static analysis on the executables to extract functions calls usage using various techniques.

Conclusion and Further Researches

Rapid increase is seen in phones these days. Android OS is the leading market. There are various testing methods available but it requires large scale of testing required. Users running our application will be able to see their own Smartphone behavior. They could even alert the users when one of their applications shows an abnormal trace. The system can also act as an early warning system, capable of detecting malicious or abnormally behaving applications in the early stages of propagation. There is a survey done on the behaviour of current mobile malware payloads. Presently, mobile malware is motivated primarily by a desire to send premium-rate SMS messages and sell information. There is also survey made on the permissions of Android malware. Android malware commonly requests the ability to directly send SMS messages, which is uncommon among non-malicious applications. Information more importantly user should be careful enough rather than blindly downloading an application.
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